General Topics :: revelations "who can interprete it"

revelations "who can interprete it" - posted by crusader (), on: 2006/3/4 18:06
for many years i followed end time preachers who talked about revelations and taught how certain events will happen th
at will lead us into the end times. i pose this question to the ellect to test these foundations and current misconceptions.
1. is the writings in revelations written in typology or are they literal?
2. who can interprete revelations?
i was stuck in this area until it was revealed to me. Sometimes though when going against the nucleus belief of many fou
ndations you need to hear confirmation from those that are filled with the holy spirit and can discern the truth when calle
d upon, disregarding pre biased assumptions.
i say all this in love
Re: revelations "who can interprete it", on: 2006/3/4 18:12
Why don't you just spit it out brother.
You've left us hanging now.
Do tell what has been "revealed to" you.
:-)

But in the meantime, I'll answer to the best of my knowledge ... Number 1 question is ... Both.
Number 2 question I'll leave for later.
His Love to you also !!!
Lord Bless.
Annie
Re: - posted by crusader (), on: 2006/3/5 3:24
sorry if i have offended people with my question, it wasn't a baited trap but more of seeing expression of other holy spirt f
illed students. i agree that revelations is of both typology and literal. many different cults in todays world translate the bibl
e in their own beliefs. for example "the mark of the beast" is seen commonly by cults to be a special mark placed on the
right hand. revelations is revealed to Holy spirit filled people so how can they come to the same interpretation as some o
f our preachers today. This does not make sense nor does it sit right with in my spirit! i would like to discus it further in a
more deeper expression
Re:, on: 2006/3/5 4:16
Oh no crusader ... I wasn't offended at all, just very curious what you did believe because I love eschatology. I just
wanted to get a conversation going together.

We have a thread about it here ....
(http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id6767&forum36&79) Last Days Doctrine
Not sure if you'll like it or not, because I don't know how you feel about things quite yet.

God Bless you !!!
Annie
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Re:, on: 2006/3/5 4:21
Also, I should answer your second question too.
I believe there is only one way to get any doctrine right.
First, you get every Scripture verse(s) from the entire Bible, from the Old to New Testaments and just look at them all. A
nd be sure to look at them in context and with the whole of the Chapters and Books that they're found in.
Secondly by John 16:13.
God Bless !
Re: - posted by saved_matt (), on: 2006/3/5 4:39
Hi crusader welcome to SI,
I'm currently listening to a series on Church history by a bloke called Edgar F. Parkyns, it's absolutely fascinating not
only does he teach about church history but also ties it in very well with the book of Revelation, his interpretation is, as
far as i know, unique but is very compelling also for example he says the mark of the beast is not a literal mark but a
symbol like the one in Ezekiel 9.
anyway the series can be found here:
(http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id2411&forum40&19) Edgar F. Parkyns on Church H
istory - 10 Sessions
may the Lord bless you in your search
matt
Re:, on: 2006/3/5 4:49
Ezekiel 9 ?
That mark was on the ones to be saved.
We'll be marked by God on our foreheads to differentiate us in essence as holy unto God. Not a visible seal but nonethel
ess, that marking similar to the symbolics of Eze. 9 is for the righteous who cry over the sins of the land.
The Mark of the Beast is not from God as Eze 9 is.
It's a voluntary thing that people will take in order to "buy and sell" so it has to be something having to do with commerce
.
Also somehow involving some worship of this beast and his "system".

That's why, Stick to the Word and not all of these authors when forming important doctrines.
In His Love.
Annie
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Re: - posted by saved_matt (), on: 2006/3/5 7:25
Sorry Annie,
I was merely pointing out that this author talks about the mark of the beast in this way. I would reccomend you listen to
the series as I find he sticks closer to the Scripture than most. Through listening to it I've been lead to go back and look
at various scriptures he has brought up that challenge my own escatalogical beliefs, the best one so far is when he talks
about Daniel's 70 weeks in Dan 9:24-27 very interesting when you ask who 'he' is in verse 27.
but hey I'm still learning I started out being a pre-trib rapture believer but now, since coming to SI and being challenged
early on by Dorcas i think and your own long discourses on 'Last Days Doctrine', find little actual evidence for it in the scr
ipture but I'm open to the Word and good exposition of the Word.:-)
God bless
matt
Re:, on: 2006/3/5 7:45
Matt, you always have been open to the Word and good exposition. I'm sorry if I appeared to bark at 'you'. Please unde
rstand I know how you search things out and know we have had very good exchanges last year.
My bark was more directed at what I've heard being pushed about by our more modern day speakers, that are saying all
sorts of things about the mark, like, it's just a "spiritual thing", instead of being an actual mark as the Greek implies of mo
re of a scratch or graven mark.
G5480
&#967;&#945;&#769;&#961;&#945;&#947;&#956;&#945;
charagma
khar'-ag-mah
From the same as G5482; a scratch or etching, that is, stamp (as a badge of servitude), or sculptured figure (statue): - g
raven, mark.
When I get scared I sort of come off as I did, because when they say it's "spiritual", they are leaving off the "buying and s
elling" part and the chip has already been used for the replacement of the Credit Card, as was the intent from the git go.
I have a Visa card application from 1998 that says, "As we successfully move onto a Cashless Society" and then I saw a
literal commercial of a guy picking up things from the grocery store and just walking out with them, because he had the c
hip and the scanner just charged those items to his account. And on and on the stories go about the chip.
Please don't think I'm the type to bite without having a rabbi shot first. Ha. I mean no harm, believe me. I hope you kno
w that.
God Bless you and thanks for coming back to tell me.
His Love.
Annie
Re:, on: 2006/3/5 7:50
Oh, I also thought it neat the Ezekiel 9:4 is sort of like Rev. 9:4.
Ain't GOD Neat ?! :-)
Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2006/3/5 12:16
Quote:
-------------------------Edgar F. Parkyns
-------------------------

Edgar was a dear friend and a member of our church here in Reading UK for some years before his homecall. He was
a gentle, gracious man with a mischievous sense of humour! His view of the Revelation interpretation was what is usual
ly called 'Historic'. The other main views are Pretorist, Futurist and Idealist.
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Re: - posted by Greenquality, on: 2006/3/5 12:42
I know nobody want to hear from me ,but i really think the mark of the beast is in your forhead,to say in your mind.!!
Re: Edgar F. Parkyns - posted by crsschk (), on: 2006/3/5 12:53
To draw attention once again to this highly recommended series that Matt brought forth;
(http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id2411&forum40&19) Edgar F. Parkyns on Church H
istory - 10 Sessions

Quote:
-------------------------Edgar was a dear friend and a member of our church here in Reading UK for some years before his homecall. He was a gentle, gra
cious man with a mischievous sense of humour! His view of the Revelation interpretation was what is usually called 'Historic'. The other main views ar
e Pretorist, Futurist and Idealist.
-------------------------

Thanks Ron,
What a blessing for us to have some of his tremendous work here.
Had to re-write part of this... Got thrown by the 'quote's' surrounding 'historic'. Was originally of the mind to say "Why is t
his view not more prevelant...?"
For some outtakes of the series see
(http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id9605&forum35#73336) this thread and look for CJa
KfOrEsT's contributions there.

Re:, on: 2006/3/6 1:19
Well that's comforting Ron.
But what is "Idealist" ? Ha, that made me smile, but I'm not sure if it's funny or not.
I just thought, "Ideally" speaking would be, we wake up tonight all in Heaven. But ....
Re: revelations "who can interprete it" - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2006/3/6 22:55
I do not find the book of Revelation difficult to 'understand'. It is a book that details a vision given to John by Jesus of wh
at will happen in the future. Knowing this, understanding it, will remove a lot of the difficulty many have with the book.
The book tells us in chapter 1: 3: "blessed is he that readeth and they that hear the words of this prophecy.." Read it exp
ectig a blessing and pay careful attention to the verbs, adverbs. If you do so it will eliminate a lot of confusion. And do no
t worry about trying to figure out whether something has happened yet or not. Just read it for its own sake. And then rea
d it again, and again, and again....Visualize what John saw..asking the Holy Spirit for illumination.
I think a lot of people are spooked by the book because of the wide ranging of disagreements concerning the book.(Rea
d it WITHOUT referring to any reference books, like commentaries). Methinks this is a ploy of the Enemy to keep people
away from studying it. It can be a very blessed experience reading, studying it if you make up your mind you will get into
it.
BTW, I even taught it to 9-11 year old children using the inductive method of Bible study! That was fun! and a blessing!
Having said that, it is a book whose understanding has a way of diminishing with time. I have to study it intently to retain
the message and understanding. I do not know why unless it is that this knowledge is more of recent orgin....and I am ge
tting older... :-(
Read it for all its worth and them come back and tell us how you were blessed!
Just my thoughts,
ginnyrose
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Re:, on: 2006/3/6 23:01
Quote:
------------------------ginnyrose wrote:
(Read it WITHOUT referring to any reference books, like commentaries). Me thinks this is a ploy of the Enemy to keep people away from studying it. gi
nnyrose
-------------------------

Me thinks you've said that right sister.
:-)
Re: - posted by saved_matt (), on: 2006/3/7 2:50
Quote:
-------------------------Visualize what John saw
-------------------------

I have a friend who has got Revelation in pictorial form, dont know who drew them but they're supposed to be pretty ama
zing like the Great angel and the little book in Rev 10 standing on the land and the sea, i think my friend has them in po
werpoint format ill ask if i can have a copy and see if Greg will put them in with the pictures, should be fascinating to see,
matt
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 7:55
Greenquality wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------I know nobody want to hear from me
-------------------------

My friend, your thoughts and words are always welcome here. Dont ever hold back just because someone may disagree
. If I did that I would never post here!
Greenquality also wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------i really think the mark of the beast is in your forhead,to say in your mind.!!
-------------------------

You're free to interpret that as you wish, however I think it is a literal mark because scripture makes it abundantly clear t
hat without the mark one will not be able to "buy or sell". Also it speaks of the mark being on the hand or the forehead.
The technology is already here to implant a computer chip under the skin which can carry all of your medical information
, banking information, etc. Just like we hardly use cash anymore because of the availibility of debit and credit cards, soo
n we can have this chip under our skin and "swipe" your hand under a scanner at Walmart. If this doesnt sound like the
descripion of the mark of the beast, I dont know what is. And think of the how one could be controlled by this as well. All
they need to do it put a GPS on this chip, and someone could know the where abouts of anyone who had this. You alrea
dy have a GPS on you right now if you carry a cell phone. Or OnStar.
I'm telling you, folks... the Lord is at the door. If you arent ready, you better get ready. I honestly believe that most of us o
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n this forum will not taste death.
By the way, this may seem nit-picky, but the last book of the Bible is called Revelation... not Revelations. While that may
not seem a big deal, I think it is foundational to understanding Revelation. While there are many things revealed in Revel
ation, the book is about one revelation, and that is of the Lord Jesus Christ. Once you grasp that concept, it does help to
understanding the rest.
Krispy
Re: revelations "who can interprete it", on: 2006/3/7 8:05
Annie wrote:
Quote:
-------------------------My bark was more directed at what I've heard being pushed about by our more modern day speakers, that are saying all sorts of thi
ngs about the mark, like, it's just a "spiritual thing", instead of being an actual mark as the Greek implies of more of a scratch or graven mark.
-------------------------

Is there a difference between the word used in Revelation and that in
(NKJV) 2 Corinthians 3:3
clearly an epistle of Christ, ministered by us, written not with ink but by the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of ston
e but on tablets of flesh, of the heart.
?
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 8:12
Dorcas... i prefer the way the KJV puts it:
2Co 3:3 Forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle of Christ ministered by us, written not with ink, but wi
th the Spirit of the living God; not in tables of stone, but in fleshy tables of the heart.
In other words, Paul wrote letter with ink, but we are living letters... and example unto all men because God's Word is wri
tten on our hearts. And what is in our hearts is what will be seen on the outside. Good stuff in our hearts, good lives. Bad
stuff, bad lives. Garbage in, garbage out so to speak.
By the way, glad you made it back. Sorry I couldnt get down to see ya when you passed thru NC. I hope you enjoyed ou
r wonderful state.
Krispy
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 8:15
Quote:
-------------------------My bark was more directed at what I've heard being pushed about by our more modern day speakers, that are saying all sorts of thi
ngs about the mark, like, it's just a "spiritual thing", instead of being an actual mark as the Greek implies of more of a scratch or graven mark.
-------------------------

Annie, I refer you to my post about the mark. Scroll down 3 or 4 posts.
Krispy
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Re: good point - posted by roadsign (), on: 2006/3/7 8:20
Quote:
-------------------------i really think the mark of the beast is in your forhead,to say in your mind.!!
-------------------------

Greenquality, You may be on to something here. We humans tend to be very concrete-minded.
Take for example Eph. 6 where it talks about our REAL enemy - NOT flesh and blood (matter) but a spiritual enemy. No
w, if you look around, you don't see this applied very often, do you? The enemy tends to be viewed in terms of flesh-and
-blood - the person becomes our enemy or threat, not the spirital force behind what we see or experience.
Also, take the example from Rom. 2:28 "A man is a Jew if he is one inwardly." . again a reminder that from the spiritual r
ealm things look VERY DIFFERENT.
We tend to interpret with our natural senses, and don't see with spiriual eyes.
The prophets in the Bible could see through spiritual eyes, and their messages were given to them by God. We have a t
endency to squeeze their words back into our concrete frame of thinking. We play God with our interpretations.
Not only that, we also tendency to squeeze EVERYGHTING prophetic into our small frame of mind and experience.
A lot of prophesies for the future are still unrevealed (by God). God has not explained them fully, and we have no busin
ess trying to do so. That causes a lot of trouble, and closes off our minds to other un-though-of possibilities.
Greenquality, keep sharing your thoughts.
Diane

Re: - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2006/3/7 8:35
Matt,
I have wished for something like this in a lllooonnggggggg time. If I do see something like it, it usually is promoting a part
iclar view like pre-millennium, post-millennium. I would like something that stays true to the text. If I would be an artist I w
ould have done it myself.
I look forward to seeing this, Matt. And if you can post it somewhere, be sure to let us know where it is...because I WAN
T to see it...you may have to PM me to direct me to it..I am a very busy lady who does not have a lot of time to spend on
the computer...
I will be looking for it.... :-)
ginnyrose
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 8:37
Diane... the mark is a literal mark. Thats why it can also be in the hand.
Rev 13:16-17 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right ha
nd, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or th
e number of his name.
How much more plain and obvious can the Word of God be?? This was the error of the gnostics. They spiritualized ever
ything until even Jesus was not believed to be flesh and blood, but a phantom.
Krispy
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Re: revelations "who can interprete it", on: 2006/3/7 8:42
Krispy,
I'm sorry too, but I enjoyed NC and will try to catch up with you in the future.
On the mark, the reason I asked Annie that is I looked up the Greek, and the word is 'engraved'. Now, is this different fr
om a word which means etched?
The reason I ask should be obvious, and that is, that we REALLY ARE living letters. The MARK on our hearts is 'real' but it is spiritual.
Re: Mark - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2006/3/7 8:55
Revelation talks about two different marks placed on the foreheads: one placed there at God's direction as stated in Rev
. 9:4 and the other made by man (Rev. 13:16-17) - who took the mark of the beast. So it would appear all will have a ma
rk.
EDIT: The purpose of each is totally different. The one man by man is so he could buy and sell. The other made by God
was to preserve him in the midst of God's judgement poured out on the earth.
Now I am not personaly interested in getting into an eschatological discussion
of pres, a-s, post Millenniumism.;-)

ginnyrose
Re: - posted by Greenquality, on: 2006/3/7 9:07
A very young gifted man, with autism . who is called the Brainman very gifted in split second mathematics,who crossed
the bridge into are social world and describes what he see in his mind. he see's numbers as moving landscape,shapes,
color,texture,and sounds.he goes on to tell what he see's the (# 2 )is motion has purposeful movement.the( # 5)is the so
und of thunder. then he say's somthing which struck a chord to me, he describes the( # 6) as being shapeless, empty,a
voild,a darkness , a black hole if you will.the only number that has no mark........I know from the past the marking on the
arm and head was used during ww2 , in the death camps, for the Jews ,Gypsy, Serbs.It makes you think !!! but I think it
will be a mark of a system of thought,an emptyness,a voild.lack of understanding. but this is me just talking,but I'am prof
ound and prefixed how God and his truly gifted people ,who society thinks as Handicap,or having phsical,or mental disa
dvantages.stumble the minds of greatest scientist,and who can think faster than any computer,or store imformation and
recall it, like Kim peek,who the movie was made after the rain man.He knows the Bible!!better than any E-sword progra
m. and in his disadvantages,he say's "we should treat other's we meet with kindness"
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 10:17
Quote:
-------------------------The reason I ask should be obvious, and that is, that we REALLY ARE living letters. The MARK on our hearts is 'real' - but it is spirit
ual.
-------------------------

I think someone could get the impression that I dont think that the mark of the beast is spiritual, which is not what I believ
e. It is spiritual. But it is also physical.
It is spiritual in that it is the ultimate deception played on man by Satan. Mankind will be deceived by the anti-Christ even
tho he has been warned about him for 2,000 years... or however long it is should the Lord tarry.
And it's a cut off point for mankind. If one takes the mark there is no hope of salvation during that time.
Krispy
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Re:Compute, on: 2006/3/7 10:20
Please read this ...
I've seen the "buying and selling" technology and it's already being used. It's the technology of the chip.
I will add that there are many "and"s and "or"s in connection with The Beast.
And to the others, please notice these verses and see that it is not just the chip; but is clear that it {the mark} must be ph
ysical.
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.
Rev 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 'understanding' 'count' the number of the beast: for it is the number of a m
an; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.
That word to "count" means an intelligent "compute". That is implying that there must be use of one's Brain to "figure" a
nd one can only "figure" if they know what to look for {"hath understanding"}.
Please notice all of the "and"s and "or"s and "neither"s ...
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.
Rev 14:9 And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and r
eceive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand ....
Rev 14:11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who wor
ship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
Rev 15:2 And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled with fire: and them that had gotten the victory over the beast, and
over his image, and over his mark, and over the number of his name, stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of God
.
Rev 16:2 And the first went, and poured out his vial upon the earth; and there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon the
men which had the mark of the beast, and upon them which worshiped his image.
Rev 19:20 And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him, with which he dec
eived them that had received the mark of the beast, and them that worshiped his image. These both were cast alive into
a lake of fire burning with brimstone.
Rev 20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and I saw the souls of them t
hat were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had not worshiped the beast, neither hi
s image, neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and reigned with Christ a t
housand years.
It's also important in these above verses to see that there may be those who do not necessarily take a chip but are just a
s guilty of "worshipping the beast or/and his image".
Some having "prior knowledge" of a chip, and I know many who are not Regenerated but are saying presently that they
will not take any such chip, yet because they are not 'regenerated' will still marvel at this beast and it's system or power.
Or one can take the mark, thinking "I don't worship this beast, but I have to be able to buy food and all."
Making three ways to be damned.
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Re:, on: 2006/3/7 10:20
Quote:
-------------------------but I think it will be a mark of a system of thought,an emptyness,a voild.lack of understanding
-------------------------

There may be some validity to this from a spiritual stand point, but it is not how the Word of God describes it. And thats t
he bottom line... God's Word.
Krispy
Re: Compute, on: 2006/3/7 10:23
Please read this ...
I've seen the "buying and selling" technology and it's already being used. It's the technology of the chip.
I will add that there are many "and"s and "or"s in connection with The Beast.
And to the others, please notice these verses and see that it is not just the chip; but is clear that it {the mark} must be ph
ysical.
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.
Rev 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 'understanding' 'count' the number of the beast: for it is the number of a m
an; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.
That word to "count" means an intelligent "compute". That is implying that there must be use of one's Brain to "figure" a
nd one can only "figure" if they know what to look for {"hath understanding"}.
Please notice all of the "and"s and "or"s and "neither"s ...
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.
Rev 14:9 And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and r
eceive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand ....
Rev 14:11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who wor
ship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
Rev 15:2 And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled with fire: and them that had gotten the victory over the beast, and
over his image, and over his mark, and over the number of his name, stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of God
.
Rev 16:2 And the first went, and poured out his vial upon the earth; and there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon the
men which had the mark of the beast, and upon them which worshiped his image.
Rev 19:20 And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him, with which he dec
eived them that had received the mark of the beast, and them that worshiped his image. These both were cast alive into
a lake of fire burning with brimstone.
Rev 20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and I saw the souls of them t
hat were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had not worshiped the beast, neither hi
s image, neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and reigned with Christ a t
housand years.
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It's also important in these above verses to see that there may be those who do not necessarily take a chip but are just a
s guilty of "worshipping the beast or/and his image".
Some having "prior knowledge" of a chip, and I know many who are not Regenerated but are saying presently that they
will not take any such chip, yet because they are not 'regenerated' will still marvel at this beast and it's system or power.
Or one can take the mark, thinking "I don't worship this beast, but I have to be able to buy food and all."
Making three ways to be damned.

Re:, on: 2006/3/7 11:08
I absolutely believe it will be a mark similar to a tatoo of sorts. It will be something easily identifiable... and I believe it will
be in conjunction with the chip.
Dogs have this already... a chip implant with owner info, etc... and they get a tag for their collar that indicates to a vet if t
hey have this chip. A mark, if you will.
Krispy
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 11:53
Krispy, I agree and have stated so also on page one.
But the important part that I also think we need to see is that, some may also 'not' take the chip yet be damned ... {which
is also a GPS unit and holds all personal 'profiling' data that is already collected and being collected as we type :-D } ...
but there are those out there ... that know all of this about the chip, and have clearly stated that they will not by any mea
ns "take it" ... but they are Not Saved.
Then the others who don't believe it is a chip and will take it thinking they are not worshipping the beast OR his image.
The Three Damnable ways.
Yet, unless they are those who "will be" saved ... they will be still "taken in" in their thinking by the Beast and marvel at hi
m or the system of the beast.
That is why these verses in that post above need to be looked at One Word At A Time. And also with the original langua
ge.
Such as the "in" and "upon" in Rev 20:4 and most especially all the "or"s - "and"s - "neither"s.

Thanks.

Re: - posted by Greenquality, on: 2006/3/7 13:09
What I'm saying,this person who has autism,and who is gifted from God, also is able to to express what he does in his m
ind with numbers.number are shapes sound textures color,very abstract in our understanding of numbers,he see's the n
umber( 6) as having no shape ,volid, dark, a nothingness. to me I'm profounded,because the mark of the beast is 666,In
the jewish tradition any mark on the body or tatoo is forbiden.During WW2 we seen this done. How do you think we will
be fooled again?we already know not to take a mark of any sort.BUT we can be fooled in are mind to believe in somthin
g that is false,Cain bore a mark for his protection by God. I think in terms, anti-christ as being christ like. like pepsi and C
oke which is the real coke? they look a like, they have the same bubbly co2 and color! but they taste differently.
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Re: - posted by Greenquality, on: 2006/3/7 13:18
Here a test! read.... matt ch 4 ver6... and read ps91:11,12 which one of these verses that is being Quoted, is false,or tw
isted?
Re:, on: 2006/3/7 13:35
Quote:
------------------------Greenquality wrote:
A very young gifted man, with autism . who is called the Brainman very gifted in split second mathematics,who crossed the bridge into are social world
and describes what he see in his mind. he see's numbers as moving landscape,shapes, color,texture,and sounds.he goes on to tell what he see's the (
# 2 )is motion has purposeful movement.the( # 5)is the sound of thunder. then he say's somthing which struck a chord to me, he describes the( # 6) as
being shapeless, empty,a voild,a darkness , a black hole if you will.the only number that has no mark........I know from the past the marking on the arm
and head was used during ww2 , in the death camps, for the Jews ,Gypsy, Serbs.It makes you think !!! but I think it will be a mark of a system of thoug
ht,an emptyness,a voild.lack of understanding. but this is me just talking,but I'am profound and prefixed how God and his truly gifted people ,who socie
ty thinks as Handicap,or having phsical,or mental disadvantages.stumble the minds of greatest scientist,and who can think faster than any computer,or
store imformation and recall it, like Kim peek,who the movie was made after the rain man.He knows the Bible!!better than any E-sword program. and in
his disadvantages,he say's "we should treat other's we meet with kindness"
-------------------------

Friend, even though there's a few thoughts going on in your post here, it is well received.
First off ... with a little investigation you will find out that IBM ran the "numbering" of the prisoners of WW2 and that if you
go back from Applied Digital Solutions and the Digital Angel (some of the chip makers), those smaller names, really orig
inated and belong to IBM again.
About "Numbers" ... phew ... the beast system 'is' very very spiritual and very much into "numbers" ... but that is the dark
side that your autistic genius sees "6" and is so true but Satan counterfeits and "anti.s" all things of God and how God us
es numbers.
Those of the dark side, the very mystical mystery religion of the "coming one" are Extremely superstitious in their use of
numbers and won't even "do" anything, unless it is on a "certain date and a specific numerical time".
You also mentioned "shapes, color,texture,and sounds" .... Our God is SOOOOOO unimaginably BIG that all things 'are'
connected in all of these things .... but Satan and cohorts have perverted all created things into their own dark religion(s)
and the New Age unto this darker world that
"anti" Christ will appear from have all this "wisdom" inverted and twisted and I'm afraid to say, Totally BACKWARDS ... i
n the darkest sense of that word. That is why their religion has also taken on the name "mystery".
Some really dark stuff there.

And Amen to your Last Line :-) .
Who knows "who" we're entertaining unawares.
Of Angels or men or Prophets or Priests.

Lord Bless brother.
Annie
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Re: revelations "who can interprete it", on: 2006/3/7 13:35
Hi Greenquality,
I looked up both verses and apart from the obvious - that the New Testament is close to a quote from the Old - it might b
e asking too much to expect Lucifer to use the word of God honestly.... might it not?
Re: - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2006/3/7 22:24
There will still be people who will take that mark and rationalize it by saying God would not be so cruel to damm them...H
e is too loving!!! and they are too good! Just like a lot of other things. To prepare ourselves for this possibility, we must n
ow do things that are unpoplar, be obedient to things we do not like to do...you fill in the blanks...all of us, I would reckon
, have to deal with this in one form or another.We cannot now be careless in our obedience and then expect it will be ea
sier when things get difficult.
ginnyrose
Re:, on: 2006/3/8 7:00
John was saying this, Those of you who are Seers can interpret this. Seers (Not Roebuck) are both wise and have unde
rstanding. The counting aspect has no bearing without the prerequiste of one who has understanding.
Understanding does not come via, your own intellect, using dictionaries and other sources of information. God's underst
anding has nothing to do with that. Wisdom is not a wise proverb in a fortune cookie, nor is it given to those who are edu
cated.
Wisdom is not a set of words written down, wisdom is the express discourses of God. It's what God has done, is doing, a
nd will do. Thats wisdom.
When John wrote, "Here is Wisdom", he is simply saying, "This is what God is doing".
Many of you will want scripture and verse, it's interlaced in the word, you'll have to just know His Word to see it.
Karl
Re:, on: 2006/3/8 7:31
Quote:
-------------------------John was saying this, Those of you who are Seers can interpret this. Seers (Not Roebuck) are both wise and have understanding. T
he counting aspect has no bearing without the prerequiste of one who has understanding.
Understanding does not come via, your own intellect, using dictionaries and other sources of information. God's understanding has nothing to do with t
hat. Wisdom is not a wise proverb in a fortune cookie, nor is it given to those who are educated.
Wisdom is not a set of words written down, wisdom is the express discourses of God. It's what God has done, is doing, and will do. Thats wisdom.
When John wrote, "Here is Wisdom", he is simply saying, "This is what God is doing".
Many of you will want scripture and verse, it's interlaced in the word, you'll have to just know His Word to see it.
-------------------------

Karl,
Thank you for this. I very much enjoyed it. Soul food. Amen.
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Re: who can interpret - posted by roadsign (), on: 2006/3/8 7:52
Quote:
-------------------------John was saying this, Those of you who are Seers can interpret this.
-------------------------

And even then, in the Bible seers did not utter interpretations without receiving it from the Lord. Divine revelation requir
es divine interpretion. Daniel did not attempt to speculate the meaning of his dream. Even then, he was very old when h
e received revelation about future kingdoms.
There is a statement that says: Fools trample where angels fear to tread. And, indeed, many have trampled into the field
of interpretation without waiting for divine revelation, or seeing the danger that they put themselves and others in.
Some also fail to see that just perhaps God has certain people in the Church whom he has called to receive certain inter
pretation... And they might not be one of them.
Speculation has always been a human passion. However after you think for a long time that something is a possibility, it
eventually becomes truth to you. And over time it becomes harder and harder to think of other possibilities. And then you
pass your "insight" on to others, as if it is truth. And then, down the generations people start looking for things that might
just not be true. Satan can easily lead them further down the garden path - AWAY from Christ.
Sad to say, many who utter interpretations have not had their own "Isle of Patmos" experience. They have no idea what
it is to hear from God in the smaller day to day matters.
If I could walk back through time I would love to ask all those who taught me escalogical interpretations one question: "
Where did you receive this knowledge?"
Answers such as, "Well, it just has to be that way; that makes sense; or I heard it in Bible College, or some well-known
speaker said it, just does not necessarily qualify as divine revelation.
If one's pursuit to understand 666 is not precluded by a very serious consideration of Rev. 2 and 3 - the letters to the chu
rches, and similar scriptures, they are in danger of deception.
God makes it very clear, in many places in the Bible, who will be deceived and fail to enter his kingdom. And if those ref
erences don't bear a heavy burden on our soul, then we are just playing chess with God's word in more obscure passag
es. And also, we are not preparing ourselves or anyone to stand their ground in the face of persecution, temptation, and
deception.
Diane
Re:, on: 2006/3/8 18:03
Quote:
------------------------Healingwaters wrote:
John was saying this, Those of you who are Seers can interpret this. Seers (Not Roebuck) are both wise and have understanding. The counting aspec
t has no bearing without the prerequiste of one who has understanding.
Understanding does not come via, your own intellect, using dictionaries and other sources of information. God's understanding has nothing to do with
that. Wisdom is not a wise proverb in a fortune cookie, nor is it given to those who are educated.
Wisdom is not a set of words written down, wisdom is the express discourses of God. It's what God has done, is doing, and will do. Thats wisdom.
When John wrote, "Here is Wisdom", he is simply saying, "This is what God is doing".
Many of you will want scripture and verse, it's interlaced in the word, you'll have to just know His Word to see it.
Karl
-------------------------
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This is where and when I always get myself in trouble ... while I'm RUSHING to get "supper" done for hubbie. But I've g
ot to get this out of my system before I myself can eat.

IF a person doesn't use the correct 50/50 of Scripture searching WITH Divine Revelation ... they "will" be deceived.
God puts equal value and necessity on Both ... and I being more prone to the prophetic gifts, had to be taught this over
many years of dealing with those more acedemic type folks.
I've come out believing in Study to show thyself approved and John 16:13.
God wrote the "secrets" of the mysteries in the "language", so never discount that.
Greek is a very intricate language ... as RonB of that.
These acedemic type have helped to keep me sound.
I'm the dreams and visions type ... so I needed their balance ... and THANK GOD .... He sent those type into my life.

Amen and Bon Appetite.
Love,
Annie
Re: hey everyone - posted by crusader (), on: 2006/3/9 4:07
hello everyone
i love the way everyone has responded to my post. it has been overwelming and thought provoking. when i study scriptu
re i have used the principles of mr A.w.pink in his book "the interpretation of scripture" i have found that the laws and pri
nciples he uses to walk through God's word are of an extrememly high standard and he constantly checks his spirit to se
e if his anwsers come from his fallen nature or the holy spirit so that his fleshly biasedness doesn't taint his interpretation
of the word. My ministry always refer's to mans heart (spirt) and the more i see people of this age i see the revealing of r
evelations warnings of the end times. i don't need to see times and wonder's to tell me that we are in the last days peopl
es attitudes towards God tell me this. there is a universal hatred towards our lord, men are filled with violence and have
anti-christ attitudes and principles.
P.s have to go but will finish of my post at a latter day :-)
Re: who can interpret revelations, on: 2006/3/9 15:02
Diane said

Quote:
-------------------------And also, we are not preparing ourselves or anyone to stand their ground in the face of persecution, temptation, and deception.
-------------------------

It is my turn to be beaten by you ;-)
I have been thinking about the work God has done in my through being isolated from all but Him, His word and my own r
esponses to it from the person that I was and am. The thread on church abuse probably sparked me off, but, I found my
self understanding that there is a Divine purpose in persecution; it is not just a 'test' to see if we really will go through wit
h God. It is far more and deeper. God will use it to help us find out what we are like, and to help us choose aright. I'm n
ow not sure that anyone can just bounce into the kingdom and without any hostility or external pressure, be sure that the
y have been sufficiently refined or chastened to qualify as a son of God.
This may seem a long way off 'revelations', but I think the connection is on this one point - that we must KNOW Him, and
the only way to be sure, is to be forced to make what feel like pretty drastic choices, sometimes. Then, as we find oursel
ves shedding the world and its load, we also find we are in a quieter, broader place where we can fellowship with Him in
stinctively, according to the Spirit. Here, we find our hearts written all over scripture, again and again. We find we do kn
ow His heart.
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